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THE LEXICALIZATION OF ENGLISH LOANWORDS INTO EGYPTIAN ARABIC

walaa haSSan

Michigan State University

1. introduction

The aliveness and dynamicity of human languages involve an inevitable situation of con-
tact which often leads directly to structural linguistic change across languages. Contact 
is a cause of “any linguistic change that would have been less likely to occur outside a 
particular contact situation” (Thomason 2001: 62). This dynamic process of contact all 
the time has created a number of linguistic phenomena. The most commonly attested of 
these is lexical borrowing or loanwords. In a cross-linguistic survey of loanwords in forty 
one languages, Haspelmath & Tadmor (2009) argue that all languages they studied, and 
probably all languages in the world, cannot entirely avoid loanwords. Language contact 
has always been of interest to linguists from different linguistics fields (Sapir 1921, Ped-
ersen 1931, Haugen 1950, de Saussure 1959, Lehmann 1962).

The confusion between the terms borrowing, loanwords, and code-switching has been 
a controversial matter in previous studies. Literature in this area has shown that loan-
words are only one of a number of types of borrowings that occur across language bound-
aries when the speakers of a certain language are confronted with new items and ideas 
in another language they have been in contact with. Other types of borrowings include: 
loan-shift, loan-translation, and loan-blend. Thus, the confusion that needs to be clarified 
at this point is between the terms code-switching and loanwords.

Code-switching (cS) is the utterance-internal juxtaposition in unintegrated form of 
overt linguistic elements from two or more languages, with no necessary change of inter-
locutor or topic. It is a linguistic phenomenon carried out by bilinguals who have enough 
knowledge to alternate between two languages. It is done momentarily and infrequently. 
Also, a certain situation of code-switching is never repeated in the same exact way since 
it extends beyond particular linguistic item/s to a further detailed discussion. On the other 
hand, loanwords are used more frequently, always with the same significance, and are 
used by bilinguals as well as monolinguals.

There are different views in the literature concerning the mechanisms of loanwords 
vs. code-switches. This study adopts the view that holds loanwords and code-switches to 
be of different mechanisms. Code-switching is based on the total respect of the integrity 
of both the donor and the recipient languages’ phonological, morphological, and gram-
matical systems, while in borrowing, in general, and in loanwords in particular, only 
the linguistic systems of the recipient language have to be respected when these loan-
words are integrated into the language (Poplack 1993; Poplack & Meechan 1995, 1998; 
Budzhak-Jones 1998; Turpin 1998). The existence of loanwords in the recipient language 
is regular as they are integrated into it to be used by monolinguals, most of whom can-
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not acknowledge their foreign origin. Thus, to avoid any sort of confusion between these 
terms, this study is only concerned with the term loanwords in the sense of referring to 
the spontaneously transferred lexical items.

2. BorrowinG in araBic (literature)

Loanwords are studied in different languages with variable interests touching upon differ-
ent fields of linguistics including: phonetics, phonology, morphology, and semantics, as 
well as sociolinguistics and historical linguistics. As far as Arabic is concerned, the area 
of loanwords has been approached by a number of researchers with different linguistic 
perspectives addressing different varieties of Arabic. Ibrahim (2006) investigated the bor-
rowed words in mSa by means of comparing issues of Alahram newspaper from 1987 to 
1988, in 2000 and finally in 2005. Mustafawi (2002) examined English loanwords in Gulf 
Arabic (Ga) aiming to draw a fine line as to whether they should be treated as borrowings 
or code-switches. Salih (1995) was interested in the possible functions of loanwords in 
Arabic. Bader (1990) investigates French and English loanwords in Arabic from a seman-
tic point of view. Heath (1989) examines the immense body of foreign words introduced 
to Moroccan Arabic through code switching between Arabic and French in a mainly bi-
lingual community. Abu-Absi (1986) examines foreign loanwords in conversation as an 
attempt of modernization. Khalil’s (1984) study of ea is diachronic, investigating loan-
word origin rather than integration. Finally, Sa’id (1967) studies integration of loanwords 
into mSa, and at parts specifies this to mSa as rendered by Syrian speakers. The current 
study attempts to explore a new area of loanwords in Arabic, that of loan verbs, and how 
they are lexicalized into Egyptian Arabic. Also, the study investigates the integration of 
English loan nouns in Egyptian Arabic with respect to gender and number assignment.

3. ProcedureS of the Study

3.1. Research questions

The study aims at answering the following questions:

1- Do English loan nouns retain their original gender and number when used in ea?
2- Is there consistency in the gender and number markers associated with English loan 

nouns when integrated into ea?
3- How do English loan verbs behave grammatically when integrated into ea?
4- What are the most prominent factors that affect the mapping process of English loan-

words onto ea?

3.2. Data

The data examined in the study is extracted from 22 hours of free speech recorded to 
adults between the age of 22 and 35 with different levels of English proficiency talking 
about different topics and in different social settings (academic, friendly, and family). The 
data was then transcribed into iPa by the researcher, who is a native speaker of ea. After 
transcription, data was categorized based on their field of use.
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4. diScuSSion

4.1. Why Borrowing?

Borrowing may be the most common linguistic process across languages. Almost all lan-
guages are donors as well as recipients of words. According to Ngom, “[…] speakers 
might borrow a word to express a concept or thought that is not available in their own 
language or they may borrow words simply because such linguistic units are associated 
with language” (2002: 37-38).

Referring to the linguistic situation in Egypt, it is a diglossic one in which ea is the na-
tive language used in daily interactions, whereas mSa is “the written language of contem-
porary literature, journalism, and spoken prose” (El-Hassan 1978: 32). mSa is taught at 
schools and used at high- register situations; it is very similar throughout the Arab world, 
unlike the local varieties that differ widely from one Arab state to another. Additionally, 
English and French have a presence in the Egyptian society especially among the well-
educated class.

4.2. Gender and Number Assignment of Nouns in msa and ea

4.2.1. Gender Assignment

The process of gender assignment to the Arabic nouns is a grammatical rather than a 
natural one (Khalil 1999). That is to say: animate and inanimate nouns are assigned to be 
either feminine (f) or masculine (m) depending on the final phonetic segment. Also, gen-
der is reflected on the surrounding items such as pronouns, verb inflection, adjectives, and 
demonstratives. This argument is valid for most of the nouns in Arabic language, however 
some nouns get their gender assigned based on the entity they refer to regardless of their 
phonetic structure.

Whereas the morphological system of Arabic language leaves the masculine nouns 
unmarked, it marks the feminine ones in a number of different patterns. The following 
section discusses the different categories of gender used for Arabic nouns:

(1) Real Gender:
In this category, the animate words related to male sex are masculine, and those related 
to the female sex are feminine (e.g. rajul “man”, a:b “father” di:k “cock” are mascu-
line, whereas imra2a “woman”, um “mother”, daja:jah “hen” are feminine).

(2) Formal (unreal) Gender:
Arabic nouns that do not demonstrate the “concept of pair” are assigned to be either 
masculine or feminine based on their phonetic structure, more specifically based on the 
final phonetic segment of a word. Words ending with [a] are generally feminine, and 
those ending with some other phonetic segment are assumed to be masculine. Thus, 
sa:ʕa “watch” ʃadʒara “tree”, sayyara “car” are examples of non-paired nouns as-
signed to the feminine gender based on their final phonetic segment [a], whereas ħa:?iT 
“wall”, kita:b “book”, qalam “pen” are examples of non-paired nouns assigned to the 
masculine gender.
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(3) Exceptional Forms
Nouns that are categorized to be exceptional do not fall under any of the above two 
categories. They get assigned the masculine or feminine gender based on the entities 
they signify rather than the form, e.g. xali:fa “caliph (m, S), /ʃams/ “sun” (f, S), /ibil/ 
“camels” (f, P), /miSr/ “Egypt”, and /ʕayn/ “eye”.

As for ea, nouns are grouped in two main groups as simple as masculine or feminine 
with no further subcategorization. Similar to mSa, masculine nouns are phonetically un-
marked in ea, whereas the feminine ones are. The most common phonetic marker for 
feminine words is [a] which exhibits itself in three different allomorphs: [a], [ah], and [at] 
as in the following examples:

(1) /oTTa/ s, f.

(2) /oTTah/ s, f.

(3) /uTTit l-gira:n

4.2.2. Number Assignment

mSa has a three-way number system: besides singular and plural, it also has a dual. Addi-
tionally, the plural has two forms (the so-called broken plural and the so-called sound plu-
ral based on gender and singular nouns are morphologically unmarked in Arabic, whereas 
the dual and plurals are).

Number system in Arabic differs remarkably from one variety to another. Specifically, 
number systems in mSa and ea are different. In both varieties, the singular is unmarked, 
whereas the dual and the plural are. The dual has a very rare occurrence in ea, but not in 
mSa. As for plural, the broken plural is the more common in both varieties. However, mSa 
and ea differ with respect to predictability since it is predictable in mSa and unpredictable 
in ea.

4.3. Gender and Number Assignment of English Loan-Nouns in ea

4.3.1. Gender Assignment

Onysko points out that “the majority of borrowing are nouns” (2004: 61), and this is 
true for the case of ea loaning words from English. Very few loan nouns are used with 
no phonological or morphological changes; the majority of English loan nouns undergo 
phonological and morphological changes when lexicalized into the recipient language, ea 
in this particular study.

Animate loan nouns get lexicalized into ea by assigning them either to feminine or 
masculine gender depending on the entity they are referring to. Most of the loan nouns 
of this type are used to refer to certain jobs. Though they might have an mSa equivalent 
word, Egyptians, even monolinguals, tend to use the loan noun and lexicalize it into their 
native language using the phonological and morphological markers of ea. Consider the 
following single masculine examples in (4) and the single feminine examples in (5):
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(4) (5)

(a) /brofoseir/: university professor (a) /brofoseira/: university professor.

(b) /monteir/: person who does montage or 
filmmaking.

(b) /monteira/: person who does montage or 
filmmaking

(c) /dokto:r/: physician (c) /dokto:ra/: physician

(d) /sekirteir/: secretary (d) /sekirteira/: secretary

The above examples in (4) and (5) show that Egyptians are loyal to the gender distinction 
used in ea when it comes to animate loan nouns that have a specific gender referent, more 
specifically the ones that denote a profession. However, it is important to show that not 
all loan nouns that denote a profession are used in the form of male/female pair. Some of 
them are used only in the masculine form (e.g. /mikani:ki/ “mechanic”) and others only 
in the feminine form (e.g. /nersa/ “nurse”), which may be explained on social boundaries 
base that map certain jobs to specific genders.

Inanimate loan nouns behave differently when lexicalized into ea. Even though they 
do not have a gender-specific referent, once they are part of the ea lexicon they get as-
signed to a gender and are lexicalized through the necessary phonological and morpho-
logical changes. Consider the following examples of loan nouns that have been lexical-
ized into ea; the words are categorized based on the context they are used in:

(6)

Context Loan noun Gender Referent Loan noun Gender Referent

Technology & 
Communication

/ʃa:t/ (m) Chatting /brintar/ (m) Printer
/ilfæs/ (m) Facebook /hidfo:n/ (m) Headphones
/il-læb/ (m) Laptop /meil/ (m) Email
/ilwats/ (m) What’s App /fæks/ (m) Fax
/meil/ (m) Email /iskri:n/ (f) Screen

/kumbiyuter/ (m) Computer /makanah/ (f) Machine

The above examples show that the majority of loan nouns related to technology and com-
munication are assigned to the masculine gender and are lexicalized into ea only pho-
nologically with no morphological markers. I argue that the few words of this particular 
context assigned to the feminine gender derive that from their formal Arabic correspon-
dent. They may be lexicalized into ea both phonologically and morphologically through 
the addition of the feminine marker /a/ as in /makana/, or without the feminine marker 
as in /iskri:n/ which is “ʃa:ʃah” in ea.
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(7)

Context Loan noun Gender Referent Loan noun Gender Referent

Clothes & 
apparel

/ʃu:zah/ (f) A pair of shoes /bandanah/ (f) Bandanna
/bu:t/ (m) Boots /berfu:m/ (m) Perfume

/Sandal/ (m) Sandals /blo:za/ (f) Blouse
/andar/ (m) Underwear (m)/(f) T-shirt
/ro:b/ (m) Robe (f) Pajamas 

/iska:rf/ (m) Scarf /ʒenz/ (m) Jeans

In the apparel context, the phonological marker rules the gender assignment process of 
the loan nouns, regardless of their Arabic correspondent if existed. For example, the word 
/blo:za/ has no equivalent in Arabic, however it is lexicalized as a feminine word and 
refers only to a woman’s shirt. Also, the word /bʒæmah/ has a feminine correspondent 
in mSa “mæna:mah”, but not in ea. Some loan nouns like /tʃert/ may be used both in a 
feminine and masculine sense depending on personal preference only.

(8)

Context Loan noun Gender Referent

Chemicals

/ʒloko:z/ (m) Glucose
/ga:z/ (m) Gasoline

/banzi:n/ (m) Benzene
/betro:l/ (m) Petrol
/asfalt/ (m) Asphalt

As the above data shows, all of the above examples of loan nouns that refer to chemical 
substances are lexicalized into ea as masculine nouns which may be explained based on 
the fact that all of them are liquids and the word liquid is “sæ?il” in Arabic, which is a 
masculine word.

(9)

Context Loan noun Gender Referent Loan noun Gender Referent

Measures

/gra:m/ (m) Gram /metr/ (m) Meter
/kilu/ (m) Kilo /mi:l/ (m) Mile
/letr/ (m) Liter /melli/ (m) Millimeter

/Sʌnti/ (m) Centimeter /yrdah/ (f) Yard

The examples in (9) show that almost all of loan nouns used in measuring context are 
lexicalized into ea as masculine nouns, as they remain unmarked at the end.

/tʃert/
/bʒæmah/
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(10)

Context Loan noun Gender Referent

Household

/freizer/ (m) Freezer
/twalet/ (m) Toilet

/telvizyu:n/ (m) Television
/telifo:n/ (m) Telephone

Similar to the loan-nouns used in chemical context, the above table shows that loan nouns 
used in household context are phonologically unmarked and are lexicalized into ea as 
masculine nouns. This may be the result of the fact that each of these household items is 
an apparatus that translates into Arabic as “geha:z”, which is a masculine noun.

(11)

Context Loan noun Gender Referent Loan noun Gender Referent

Food

/ʃo:ko:la:tah/ (f) Chocolate /keikah/ (f) Cake
/bi:tza/ (f) Pizza /Sa:laSah/ (f) Salsa

/fæhi:ta/ (f) Fajita /hʌmborger/ (m) Hamburger
/makaro:nah/ (f) Macaroni /niska:feih/ (m) Nescafe

/kreimah/ (f) Cream /aiskreim/ (m) Icecream
/vænelya/ (f) Vanilla /sænda:witʃ/ (m) Sandwitch

The food context may be the richest in terms of using loan nouns from English language. 
In this context, the presence or absence of the morphological feminine marker [a] is re-
sponsible for lexicalizing the loan noun as feminine or masculine in ea, since these nouns 
have no Arabic correspondent to adhere to when assigning a gender.

(12)

Context Loan noun Gender Referent Loan noun Gender Referent

Miscellaneous 

/kumment/ (m) Comment /ista:d/ (m) Stadium
/diko:r/ (m) Decor /senimah/ (f) Cinema
/ʃi:k/ (m) Check /kænzayah/ (f) Can
/go:n/ (m) Goal /no:ta/ (f) Note

/gorna:n/ (m) Journal /bo:dra/ (f) Powder
/dola:r/ (m) Dollar /hælwæsah/ (f) Hallucination

The examples in (12) from general contexts provide evidence that the presence of the pho-
nological marker [a] automatically assigns the loan noun to the feminine gender, whereas 
its absence means that the word is assigned to the masculine gender.

It is evident from the above examples, collected from different conversation contexts, 
that loan nouns exist powerfully in ea. Some of them have Arabic equivalents, while oth-
ers do not. Nevertheless, the majority of these loan nouns are subject to phonological and 
morphological changes that enable the lexicalization process so that they are to be easily 
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used by monolinguals as well as bilinguals. Thus, masculinity or femininity of loan nouns 
can be identified from the referent sex in case of animate nouns; as for inanimate nouns, 
the gender is mainly identified by the presence or absence of the feminine marker [a].

4.3.2. Number Assignment

Loan nouns in ea follow the rule of not marking the singular nouns. The only marker 
that a singular noun loaned into ea might have is one related to gender assignment as 
discussed above in detail.

As for dual, loan nouns in ea adhere to the same dual marker used by other Arabic 
nouns in ea, [ein], which is distributed functionally with the marker [hein]. However, 
the use of either allomorphs is phonologically conditioned as illustrated in the following 
examples:

(13)

a. /læb/ “laptop” (s, m) »»» /læbein/ “Two laptops” (d, m)

b. /meil/ “email” (s, m) »»» /meilein/ “two emails” (d, m)

c. /ro:b/ “robe” (s, m) »»» /ro:bein/ “two robes” (d, m)

(14)

a. /vidyu/ “video set” (s, m) »»» /vidyuhein/ “two video sets” (d, m)

b. /steryu/ “stereo” (s, m) »»» /steryuhein/ “two stereos” (d, m)

c. /sto:dyu/ “studio” (s, m) »»» /sto:dyuhein/ “two studios” (d, m)

(15)

a. /ʃu:zah/ “a pair of shoes” (s, f)    »»» /ʃu:ztein/ “two pairs of shoes” (d, f)

b.

c. /sidi:haya/ “cd” (s, f)    »»» /sidihaytein/ “two studios” (d, f)

The examples in (13), that are all of masculine singular loan nouns and end with a conso-
nant sound, adhere to the dual marker [ein] when lexicalized into ea. On the other hand, 
the masculine singular loan nouns that end in a vowel sound, as in (14), adhere to the 
other variant of the dual marker which is [hein]. The examples in (15) show that feminine 
singular loan nouns tend to use the dual marker [ein] just like the singular masculine ones. 
However, the addition of this marker makes it a must to replace the final sound of the 
singular loan noun [a] or [ah] with the sound [t] to make it lexically and phonologically 
accessible to the native speakers of ea. It is worth mentioning that when dual loan nouns 
are lexicalized into EA contexts, the verbs, demonstratives, and all other elements of the 
sentence structure get conjugated in the dual masculine form whether the dual loan noun 
is feminine or masculine. See the following examples:

/bʒæmah/ “a pair of pajamas” (s, f) »»» /bʒæmtein/ “two pairs of pajamas” (d, f)
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(16)

a. eshtareet bʒæmtein Helwein

bought-I pajamas-two nice-two(m)

“I bought nice two pairs of pajamas”.

aa. *eshtareet bʒæmtein Helwtein

bought-I pajamas-two nice-two(f)

“I bought nice two pairs of pajamas”.

b. alli: kummintein Helwein

he-said-me comment-two nice-two(m)

“He said two nice comments to me”.

The pluralization of loan nouns into ea may be processed in the form of broken plural or 
sound plural depending on the phonological structure of the loan noun. The loan nouns 
pluralized in broken plurals are the ones that have been fully lexicalized into EA since 
they have been borrowed from English long time ago. Consider the following examples:

(17)

a. /makanah/ “machine” (s, f) »»» /makan/ “machines” (BP)

b. /karto:nah/ “cartoon box” (s, f) »»» /karti:n/ “cartoon boxes” (BP)

c. /kabsu:lah/ “capsule” (s, f) »»» /kabsu:l/ “capsules” (BP)

d. /vi:za/ “visa” (s, f) »»» /veiyaz/ “visas” (BP)

e. /sega:rah/ “cigarette” (s, f) »»» /sægæ:yr/ “cigarettes” (BP)

As far as sound plural is concerned, masculine sound plural disappears in ea when loan 
nouns are in question, regardless of the gender assigned to them as singular nouns. The 
majority of loan nouns adhere to the feminine sound plural; the following different pat-
terns are identified:

A. Singular loan nouns that are assigned to the feminine gender and marked for feminin-
ity are pluralized by omitting the feminine marker [a] and adding the feminine plural 
suffix [a:t], as illustrated in the following examples of animate and inanimate feminine 
singular loan nouns:

(18)

a. /baTTa:ryyah/ “battery” (s, f) »»» /baTTa:ryya:t/ “batteries” (fSP)

b. /kæmerah/ “camera” (s, f) »»» /kæmira:t/ “cameras” (fSP)

c. /va:za/ “vase” (s, f) »»» /va:zæ:t/ “vases” (fSP)

d. /sekirteira/ “secretary” (s, f) »»» /sekirteira:t/ “secretaries” (fSP)

e. /nersa/ “nurse” (s, f) »»» /nersa:t/ “nurses” (fSP)
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B. Singular masculine inanimate loan nouns ending in a consonant are pluralized in ea 
by the addition of the suffix [a:t] as a number marker. However, the addition of this 
marker also changes the gender of these loan nouns in the plural form to be feminine, 
which is reflected in other sentence structure elements:

(19)

a. /læb/ “laptop” (s, m) »»» /læba:t/ “laptops” (fSP)

b. /meil/ “email” (s, m) »»» /meila:t/ “emails” (fSP)

c. /gra:m/ “gram” (s, m) »»» /gra:ma:t/ “grams” (fSP)

d. /katalo:g/ “catalogue” (s, m) »»» /katalo:ga:t/ “catalouges” (fSP)

e. /kasit/ “cassette” (s, m) »»» /kasita:t/ (cassettes) (fSP)

C. Singular masculine animate loan nouns ending in vowel sounds, namely /-u/ and /-i/, 
are pluralized in ea by the addition of the suffix /-ha:t/; and, similar to the loan nouns 
ending in consonant sounds, the addition of the plural suffix also changes their gender 
to feminine plural. The examples in (20) provide evidence:

(20)

a. /vidyu/ “video” (s, m)

b. /steryu/ “stereo” (s, m)

c. /sto:dyu/ “studio” (s, m)

d. /kombu/ “compo” (s, m)

e. /ʃa:mbu/ “shampoo” (s, m)

»»» /vidyuha:t/ “video” (fSP)

»»» /steryuha:t/ “stereos” (fSP)

»»» /sto:dyha:t/ “studio” (fSP)

»»»  /kombuha:t/ “compos” (fSP)  

»»»  /ʃa:mbuha:t/ “shampoos” (fSP)

4.4. Verb patterns in Arabic

Theoretically, mSa has fifteen possible verb forms, the most common of which are only 
ten patterns that also exist in ea with a few phonological and morphological changes.

4.4.1. Verb conjugations in msa and ea

A brief outline of the two main classes is provided in the following two tables in the per-
fect/past form and in the imperfect/present form, respectively.

(21)

Singular

English MSA EA

I wrote katabtu katabt
You (m) wrote katabta katabt
You (f) wrote katabti katabti

He wrote kataba katab
She wrote katabat katabt
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Dual

We wrote katabna
You wrote katabtuma

They (m) wrote katabaa
They (f) wrote katabataa

Plural

We wrote katabna katabna
You (m) wrote katabtum

katabtuu
You (f) wrote katabtunna

They (m) wrote katabuu katabuu
They (f) wrote katabna

The above table shows the way a regular sound verb like kataba is conjugated both in 
mSa and ea in the perfect/past form. The following one shows how the same verb is con-
jugated in the imperfect/present form.

(22)

Singular

English MSA EA

I write aktubu aktib
You (m) write taktubu tiktib
You (f) write taktubi:na tiktibi

He write yaktubu yiktib
She write taktubu tiktib

Dual

We write naktubu
You write taktuba:ni

They (m) write yaktuba:n
They (f) write taktuba:n

Plural

We write naktub niktib
You (m) write taktubu:na

tiktibu:
You (f) write taktubna

They (m) write yaktubu:na
yiktibu:

They (f) write yaktubna

Tables (21) and (22) show that the way verbs behave in ea is different to a great extent 
from the way they behave in mSa, both phonologically and morphologically. As shown, 
ea does not offer any conjugations for the dual whether in the perfect/past or the imper-
fect/present forms.

4.5. Patterns of English loan verbs in ea

English loan verbs integrated into ea follow two basic patterns of lexicalization, namely: 
(1) verbs that have been borrowed from English and adapted to verb conjugation patterns 
of ea, both phonologically and morphologically; (2) and English loan verbs that are either 
denominal verbs in English or have been denominalized into verbs during the process of 
being lexicalized into ea.

The first type is the more common of English loan verbs in ea. It follows the second 
verb pattern in Arabic, which is faʕʕala, which changes to faʕʕal in ea. The following 
are some examples of English loan verbs extracted the free speech data recorded for the 
purpose of this significant study:
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(23)

English verb Loan verb in ea Pattern English verb Loan verb in ea Pattern

Comment /kumment/ faʕʕal Check /ʃayyk/ faʕʕal
Share /ʃayyar/ faʕʕal Program /barmag/ faʕʕal
Hang /hænnig/ faʕʕal Set up /SaTTab/ faʕʕal

The above examples show that the included verbs share two features: (1) all of them de-
scribe or are related to technology and computer use (except for check which is used to 
refer to anything that needs to be checked), (2) and all of them follow the pattern faʕʕal.

With respect to these verb tense conjugation patterns, they follow patterns of (faʕʕal). 
The following table shows an example of how the loan verbs are conjugated in the per-
fect/past tense as they are lexicalized into ea:

(24)

Singular

English ea

Plural

English ea

I shared /ʃayyart/ We shared /ʃayyarna/
You (m) shared /ʃayyart/ You (m) shared

/ʃayyartu/
You (f) shared /ʃayyarti/ You (f) shared

He shared /ʃayyar/ They (m) shared
/ʃayyaru/

She shared /ʃayyaret/ They (f) shared

(25)

Singular

English ea

Plural

English ea

I comment /akumment/ We comment /nkumment/
You (m) comment /tkumment/ You (m) comment

/tkummentu/
You (f) comment /tkummenti/ You (f) comment

He comment /ykumment/ They (m) comment
/ykummentu/

She comment /tkumment/ They (f) comment

ea differs from mSa regarding the allowed tenses, since ea allows for progressive tense, 
which does not exist in mSa. The progressive is composed in ea through the addition of 
the morpheme /b-/ to the beginning of the verb. Consider the following examples:

(26)

Singular

English ea

Plural

English ea

I’m commenting /bakumment/ We’re 
commenting /binkumment/

You’re (m) 
commenting /bitkumment/ You’re (m) 

commenting /bitkummentu/You’re (f) 
commenting /bitkummenti/ You’re (f) 

commenting
He’s 

commenting /bykumment/ They’re (m) 
commenting /bykummentu/She’s 

commenting /btkumment/ They’re (f) 
commenting
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(27)

Singular

English ea

Plural

English ea

I’m sharing /baʃayyar/ We’re sharing /binʃayyar/
You’re (m) sharing /biʃayyar/ You’re (m) sharing

/bitʃayyaru/
You’re (f) sharing /bitʃayyari/ You’re (f) sharing

He’s sharing /byʃayyar/ They’re (m) sharing
/byʃayyaru/

She’s sharing /bitʃayyar/ They’re (f) sharing

The second type of English loan verbs includes English denominal verbs, which are basi-
cally nouns used as verbs to fill a gap in the lexicon of English language. The majority of 
English denominal verbs that are lexicalized into ea follow the pattern (faʕʕal), the same 
as in regular loan verbs, as shown in table (28). Additionally, some of these verbs are 
shortened as they are integrated into ea, as in /fayyis/, /nattit/, and /mazdid/, for example. 
Consider the following examples:

(28)

English ea Pattern English ea Pattern

To facebook /fayyis/ faʕʕal To send (esp. an email) /sandid/ faʕʕal
To tweet /tawwit/ faʕʕal To mention /manʃin/ faʕʕal

To surf the internet /nattit/ faʕʕal To fill up /fawwl/ faʕʕal
To format /farmit/ faʕʕal To powder /baddar/ faʕʕal

To missed-call /mazdid/ faʕʕal To cash money /kayyiʃ/ faʕʕal

However, a few English loan verbs do not follow the same verb pattern, faʕʕal, when 
lexicalized into ea. Examples of loan verbs that do not follow certain verb patterns are 
provided in table (29).

(29)

English ea

To google /gu:gel/
To ring (as in call someone) /ring/

5. concluSion

The data examined in this study shows that English loanwords exist in ea regular daily 
contexts. Some of these words have Arabic equivalents, while others do not. In both 
cases, the majority of these words are subject to phonological and morphological changes 
that get these words to be fully lexicalized into ea. English loan nouns are lexicalized 
into ea in a manner that retains the same gender distinction system of ea nouns, which is 
based on the phonological ending of these nouns on one hand, and the noun significant 
reference on the other. English loan nouns follow the ea number system regarding the 
way they are phonologically unmarked as singulars and marked as duals and plurals.

English loan verbs lexicalized in ea were categorized in this study into two main types: 
(1) the regular verbs, and (2) the denominalized verbs. The first one includes English 
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verbs that ea borrowed, and they are lexicalized according to the conjugation patterns 
established in ea. The second type includes the verbs that are derived from nouns as they 
are lexicalized into ea, or are already denominalized in English before they are loaned to 
ea.

There are different reasons behind the fact that loanwords are well-established and 
used on a wide level in ea, the most important of which is explained in Baker’s statement 
“translation activity in the Arab world is still too slow when compared to the speed with 
which new terms are coined for new concepts in the West and the frequency of their usage 
once coined” (1987: 88). This statement of Baker was a visionary one, since the situation 
he described almost thirty years ago has become even more complicated and the gap has 
become much wider due to the massive developments in technology and communication.
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